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I hoped economics would give me a way to describe 
and predict human behaviour through mathematical 

tools;  … after semesters of study, I had mathematical 
tools; but all the people whose behaviour I wanted to 

study had disappeared from the scene

Natalie 
Grisales
Student at 
Universidad de 
los Andes

What needs was CORE developed to meet?



What is the most pressing issue that economists 

today should address?



U. de los Andes, Bogota… 

Universidad de los Andes Bogota October 2016

UCL 1st year students 

Day 1 of term 2016

What is the most pressing issue that economists today should address?



Nova School of Business, Lisbon, 2017… 



New graduate recruits Bank of England, Tuesday 27th September 2016



One of the first figures the student sees in CORE (and can manipulate) 1980

Visualizing inequality

https://jackblun.github.io/Globalinc/
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• Inequality

• Instability

• Unemployment, fluctuations & the 
future of work

• Wealth creation & growth

• Environmental problems

• Rents, bargaining power, institutions

• Prices as information & dynamics of price-setting

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets  
and xxx 

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

• Social interactions / other-regarding preferences

Problems Key concepts new to Intro

The problems students want to study require concepts new to Intro



• New problems sometimes instigate new paradigms in 
economics (Kuhn: a paradigm is what good undergraduates 
learn)

• e.g. the  Great Depression and the “Keynesian 
revolution”

• And these new paradigms are eventually codified in a new 
textbook.

• e.g. the “Keynesian revolution” and Samuelson 1948

• Earlier paradigm setting texts: Marshall 1890, Mill 1848

• The basic content and method of the top intro economics 
textbooks has changed little in the half century since 
Samuelson: Marshall + Keynes. 

Problems, paradigms and texts 



In what sense is the CORE project revolutionizing the curriculum?

The new problems require replacing the old Samuelsonian paradigm in textbooks since Economics (1948) 

Read more here

with the best of contemporary economics using the insights of other 
great economists



Strategic interaction
John Nash

Aggregate demand
John Maynard Keynes

Information is scarce and local
Friedrich Hayek 



Exit, voice, and loyalty in 
the economy, society & 
politics
Albert Hirschman
The Economy Unit 22

The entrepreneur, creative destruction
Joseph Schumpeter
The Economy Units 2, 16, 21

Social norms and managing common property
Elinor Ostrom
The Economy Units 4, 12, 20

Power, human motivation and organizations
Herbert Simon
The Economy Units 4, 5, 6, 20, 22

Instability and risk
Hyman Minsky
The Economy  Units 10, 17



Samuelsonian benchmark model Economics Contemporary economics & CORE

Far-sighted, self-interested People Also cognitively limited; have motives in addition to self-
interest, respond to social norms of fairness and punishment.

Price-taking markets Interactions include price-making markets and strategic interactions 
including in setting wages, interest rates, prices.

Complete Information is incomplete and asymmetric

Complete Contracts are incomplete for effort and diligence in labour and credit 
markets and for other external effects

Markets Institutions include informal rules (norms), firms, unions, banks, 
governments

Largely ignored History provides data about alternative rules of the game and the 
process of change

Preferences and budget constraints 
differ among buyers and sellers

Differences among 
people

people also differ in the positions in the economy that they 
occupy as employers and employees; lenders and borrowers 

In monopoly, governmental powers Power principals’ power over agents e.g. in labour, credit markets

‘Rent-seeking’ creates inefficiencies Economic rents are also endemic in a well-functioning private economy 
providing incentives to innovate, work hard

The economy is self-stabilizing Stability … and instability are characteristics of the economy. 

Are there unexploited mutual gains? Evaluation also includes fairness. 



A different 
conception of 
human behaviour, 
strategic 
interaction and 
limited 
information are 
central to 
understanding the 
economy – and 
designing policy

In what sense is the CORE project revolutionizing the curriculum?



A principal agent problem …
• entails exercise of power and conflicts of interest
• arises when information is asymmetric because actions are hidden from principal / not 

verifiable in court
 incomplete contracts 
market failures are ubiquitous
 institutions and social norms matter

In the labour market, … it means there is always involuntary unemployment

What is the conflict of interest over? 
What is left out of the contract?

Employer Employee

Actors & their interactions – a foundation for understanding the 
economy



In the firm, conflicts of interest and power



Data – estimated wage-setting curve, US

Firms set wages; an identical unemployed worker cannot get a job by offering to work for less 
(no way to ensure effort)  involuntary unemployment … structural unemployment

Estimated wage-setting curve 
(US 1979-2013)

Wage-setting and involuntary unemployment in equilibrium

‘Micro’ – the firm 
sets the wage, 
which depends on 
aggregate 
unemployment

‘Macro’ – the 
economy-wide 
wage-setting 
curve

Wage setting curve

Worker’s best 
response to wage 
offer, U=5%

Worker’s best 
response to wage 
offer, U=12%

A

A

B

B



Economics helps explain the effects of a policy to increase competition on 
wages (go up), unemployment (goes down) & inequality (goes down)

Lower unemployment and higher real wage in equilibrium 

Lower inequality – the 
Gini coefficient falls



 Again, power plays a role; there are credit-constrained households, and 

multiplier effects in the aggregate economy 

Aggregate demand and fluctuations – a second principal-agent problem

Lender Borrower
(Units 10 

and 12)

Employer Employee



In both cases the agent has an incentive to 
take on too much risk
This is an external effect because the costs 
are borne by others (the principal) 
 Bank failures and the need for regulation

And a third principal-agent problem to analyze bank risk-taking

Lender Borrower

Employer Employee

Government 
& central 

bank
Banks

Leverage of US and UK banks



Learn tools that can be applied to different problems in the real world
A bubble in the housing market An environmental tipping point 

Price of housing, t



Economics is the study of how people interact with one another and 
with the natural environment in producing our livelihoods



Economic institutions are the rules of the game 
– who does what and who gets what on a pirate 
ship

Teaching inequality, power and the rules of the game
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Constitutions and contracts

Inequality in the division of the spoils: 

pirates and the Royal Navy

Empowering students to quantify inequality



Every economic transaction involves both mutual gains & conflicts of interest 

Fairness as well as efficiency





Developing moral intuitions



Economics as empowerment



Tim Besley
LSE

Yann Algan
Sciences Po, Paris 

Samuel Bowles
Santa Fe Institute

Antonio Cabrales
UCL

Daniel Hojman
University of Chile

Juan Camilo Cárdenas
Universidad de los Andes

Wendy Carlin
UCL

Diane Coyle
University of Manchester

Georg von Graevenitz
Queen Mary University of 

London

Cameron Hepburn
University of Oxford

David Hope
King’s College London

Arjun Jayadev
Azim Premji University

Suresh Naidu
Columbia University

Robin Naylor
University of Warwick

CORE: A global collaboration of researchers

Marion Dumas
Santa Fe Institute; LSE



• Researchers and teachers from around the world – from 
Colombia to Bangalore, from Sciences Po to Columbia 
University, including 100s of students, teachers and 
other social scientists

• United by the goal of creating high quality open access 
resources to bring to students the best of economics

• Enabling them to engage in evaluation and debates on 
the pressing public policy issues of today

Begüm Özkaynak
Boğaziçi University

Kevin O’Rourke
University of Oxford 

Malcolm Pemberton
UCL

Paul Segal
King’s College London

Nicholas Rau
UCL

Rajiv Sethi
Barnard College, Columbia University

Margaret Stevens
University of Oxford

Alex Teytelboym
University of Oxford

CORE: A global collaboration of researchers



What’s available from the CORE team?

A free fully interactive ebook at www.core-econ.org
• 22 units including 6 capstone units 
• Interactive slidelines for understanding data and models
• Multiple choice questions with immediate feedback on correct 

and incorrect answers

ALL FREE ONLINE AT www.core-econ.org

http://www.core-econ.org/




What’s available from the CORE team?

A low-priced book (1100 pages) from Oxford University Press
A large and growing set of free resources for teachers and students
Coming soon – an app for off-line use and online quizzes

core-econ app

ALL FREE ONLINE AT www.core-econ.org



Produced free on-line ebook + rich teaching & learning materials, digital delivery, 
creative commons open access license

Engagement
Total registered on website 56k+ from 186 countries
Verified teachers from 86 countries given access 5.6k+
In use in high schools, undergraduate, masters’ courses across the globe
>60 universities are using CORE in instruction, from 16 different countries.
High school video competition (UK, US, Australia)

Replaced the standard principles course at:
UCL, Bristol, Toulouse School of Economics, Sciences Po, Humboldt University, 
Bangor Business School, Azim Premji University Bangalore, La Reunion, Birkbeck 
College, King’s College London, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá, Colombia, 
Siena College, New York, University of San Francisco, University of Siena, and more

Published new 1.0 free ebook & identical print book, Oxford University Press

So far … since 2013,



• CORE EQuSS A new ebook Economy, Society, and Public Policy for non-specialist students –
beta will be in use in autumn 2018 (e.g. Bristol Futures, University of Northampton, ULB 
Brussels, …)

• CORE USA – pioneering a new model of community-building for those wanting to teach The 
Economy

• Translations – French on-line ebook next month; Italian print book spring; Farsi, Spanish, …

• Regional adaptations – South Asia – 2018; group forming for CORE Africa

• High school – French project will take the lead in an adaptation

• In the planning stage, online courses including short courses ‘for anyone’

In progress…
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